Europe's promise - Germany's responsibility

Debate with Annalena Baerbock and Robert Habeck

To participate, please register at http://gruenlink.de/1nhw

With a strong and united European Union, we can work together to push forward effective climate protection, face global insecurities, prepare for economic recessions and create social balance. However, over the past five years the German government has been on the brakes in many ways: in economic reforms and investments, in stricter climate measures, in strengthening the European level. Now we find ourselves in a situation in which much is being put on a new track - with a new European Parliament and a new European Commission, a new work programme. Will the EU meet the challenges and become more sustainable, more social and more democratic? What role must Germany play in this?
The debate will be held in English.

To participate, please register at http://gruenlink.de/1nhw

Programme

12:30
Registration and light snack

13:00
Welcome
by Bodo Lehmann, Head of the Representation of the State of Baden-Württemberg to the European Union

13:05
Address
by Sven Giegold, MEP and Speaker of Alliance 90/The Greens in the European Parliament

13:10
Europe’s promise – Germany’s contribution
Annalena Baerbock, chairwoman of Alliance 90/The Greens
Robert Habeck, chairman of Alliance 90/The Greens

14:30
End

Date & Place

01.10.2019 | 13:00 - 01.10.2019 | 14:30
Representation of the State of Baden-Württemberg to the European Union
Rue Belliard 60-62, 1040 Brussels, Belgium
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